Thomas Heinz has specialized in hair coloring and cutting for over 30 years. He is regarded as one of the top colorists in the industry.
His career began when he was a young teenager at the age of 13 at the German-French border. Young Thomas did hair for punk rockers and
the fashion jet set in the finest retro shop to earn his living. As a son of a window dresser and a fashion illustrator he was exposed to the
latest trends from Paris, London, Milan and Berlin in the early eighties.
Thomas started his professional apprenticeship at 15 in a high end salon which was frequented by Parisian clientele. He was also assisting at
fashion shows for iconic designers such as Jean Paul Gaultier, Claude Montana, Azzedine Alaia, Comme des Garcons and Issey Miyake. He
was already highly respected as a lovable enfant terrible!
Since his arrival in NYC in the early nineties, Thomas has established himself by bringing his extensive knowledge into advertising campaigns
for companies such as L’Oreal, John Frieda, Revlon, Wella Clairol, Schwarzkopf and Pantene. He continues to work with top model agencies
such as IMG, Supreme, NEXT, Ford and Elite, and has done editorials for many fashion industry publications including Vogue Italy, Vogue UK,
Vogue Germany, Vogue Russia, Vogue Paris, American Vogue and W Magazine. Thomas has also worked with designers including Pierre
Balmain and Giuseppe Zanotti.
Thomas’s clientele includes many models and celebrities such as Candice Swanepoel, Doutzen Kroes, Maggie Siff, Christy Turlington, Anja
Rubik, Lou Doillon, Justin Theroux, Liv Tyler and U2’s The Edge. He also caters to the in-the-know men and women of style, including an
international clientele that see him when they are in New York. He is also known as the go-to guy for corrective color/cuts in the industry.
Thomas opened his first own small, under the radar boutique atelier: Thomas Heinz New York in 2004 in Manhattan’s Meatpacking District.
He has now relocated to his new, larger atelier. The new Thomas Heinz New York is a relaxing and calming oasis in New York’s hip Fi-Di
Neighborhood that is both salon and production space in a creative environment. You enter a light-flooded, serene space that features an
elegant, minimalist ambiance and a private terrace redolent with gardens for lounging outdoors. On offer at Thomas Heinz New York are
hair services with Thomas as well as other top caliber stylists who have been selected for their high end work and aesthetic sensibilities.
Thomas and his team also book private clients in The Hamptons, New York all year around.
Thomas is a master in precision cuts like no other and takes great pride in customizing a hairstyle and color to help maximize the beauty
potential of each individual. His matchless talent and personable, down to earth nature have made him beloved amongst all of his clients –
from large beauty companies to the loyal men and women who have followed him throughout the years.
For more information or to set up an interview with Thomas, please contact Aimee Majoros at aimee@aimeepr.com or 646.221.8149.

